
WHAT SENSE IS MORE DOMINANT: TASTE OR SMELL?



Background information:

Have you ever tried an apple that tastes like coffee? Although it
sounds strange, have you ever thought about what actually makes an
apple taste like an apple? Our tongue or sense of gustation is definitely
important for identifying food flavors, but if you have a stuffy nose or an
impaired sense of olfaction, then you probably noticed that your smell
contributes to taste as well. So which of those senses, olfaction or
gustation, has more influence on flavor? Imagine eating an apple and at
the same time, smelling a really strong coffee scent. How do you think the
apple will taste? Will the nose or the tongue win the “flavor battle”?

Hypothesis:

I predict that smell will be more dominant than taste for flavor
detection. This is because we do not taste food as well when our heads
are stuffy and our noses are clogged.

Procedure:

First, I gather up all of the participants, and gather the materials
necessary for this experiment. I make sure that nobody is allergic to any
foods or scents used with this experiment.

Next, I give the participants a paper with all of the available scents
and foods but without telling them which is a scent and which is a food.

After giving them the sheet of paper I pick a food and scent
combination from my list and place a spoon in the food and the scent on
the cotton ball. Each participant will feed themselves from the food
container while placing the cotton with the scent close to their nose.



Then the participants try to determine which food it is that they are
tasting. I provide them with a drink of water to help cleanse their taste buds
in between samples.

I repeat these steps for each food and scent pair until I have tested
each of the foods I chose, both with and without an extra scent on the
cotton ball. I make sure to use fresh spoons every time that I give my
participant a food sample. Once one participant finishes all my samples, I
thank them and I start the same procedure with my next participant.

Finally, I create a data table that includes the responses of all of the
participants.

Materials:

Spoons
Blindfold
Nutella
Peach baby food
Pear baby food
Banana baby food
Garlic powder
Ground cinnamon powder
Paprika
New Mexico chili pepper seasoning
Log book
Mango baby food
Decaffeinated ground coffee
Cotton balls without perfume (2 for each scent)
Glass of water (1 per participant)
Permanent marker



Results:

Discussion:

Do you have a favorite food? Can you explain why it is your favorite
food? Is it the delicious taste, the amazing smell, or perhaps the great
texture? Sometimes it is difficult to pick just one reason because often it is
a combination of all of these. There is more to flavor than just taste. In
fact, the tongue is not the only part of the anatomy that senses the unique
flavor for every food we eat. Instead, the experience of flavor is a
combination of taste and smell. Afterall, the nose and mouth are connected
through the same airway which means that we taste and smell foods at the
same time. Take away smell and sight and we limit our brain’s ability to tell
the difference between certain foods.

When we put food in your mouth, our tongue picks up the five basic
tastes. Those five basic tastes are sweetness, saltiness, sourness,
bitterness, and umami. Umami is a savory taste similar to the taste of meat



or mushrooms. If we observe the tongue closely, we notice tiny bumps on
its surface. These are called papillae and each of them contains numerous
taste buds. A person’s tongue has on average about 2000 to 8000 taste
buds, and each of them contains about 50 to 100 taste receptors. Each
receptor is best at sensing a single sensation and sends signals to the
brain, which then identifies the taste as either sweet, salty, bitter, sour, or
umami. The combination of all of these sensations makes up the actual
“taste” of the food.

With regards to smell, the five basic tastes listed above only
contribute partially to our perception of flavor in our mouth. For the rest of
the flavor, the scent of the food and our personal sense of smell or
olfaction, play important roles. Once we put food into our mouth, odorants,
which are specific chemicals that are responsible for its smell, enter our
nostrils. Inside our nose there are millions of smell receptors. Once the
receptor binds to a specific odorant, it sends a signal to the brain and we
are able to identify the specific scent. However, the nostrils are not the only
way smells can get into the nose. The mouth and the nasal cavity are
connected in our throat. An example of this connection is when someone
shoots water out of their nose while laughing after they have taken a drink.
Smelling through the oral cavity during eating or drinking, also known as
retronasal olfaction, also contributes to flavor perception when we are
eating.

So what sense is more dominant for the flavor of food? A specific
part of the brain is able to pick up and respond to signals from both smell
receptors and taste receptors. This area of the brain, called orbitofrontal
cortex, is where researchers think that the information about smell and
taste come together to produce the flavor we perceive. The link between
smell and taste is so strong that people learn to associate certain smells
with a specific taste. For example, we might feel a sour taste on our
tongue when we smell a strong onion scent. The food industry already
makes use of this information by introducing phantom aromas into food.
Phantom aromas are barely detectable amounts of odorants. By adding
barely detectable amounts of odorants into foods, our brain can perceive



flavors without realizing that they are not actually there. Some researchers
claim that the smell of food accounts for up to 80 percent of how we
perceive flavor, compared to 20 percent for taste. Considering the strong
connection between taste and smell, this experiment seeks to find out
whether a food’s flavor can be changed by just changing its smell. Just
like we rely heavily on our vision to make sense of our surroundings, taking
away visual clues can sometimes trick the brain and make it very hard to
distinguish between the different kinds of food when they all look the same
and we smell something different. The sense of taste can recognize salty,
sweet, bitter, sour and savory, but when you combine this with the sense of
smell one can recognize many other individual “tastes”.

This experiment is important because our sense of smell has many
important functions. It helps people determine what to eat, influences taste
and provides a warning for hazardous things such as fires or gas leaks.
Therefore, living with an impaired or lost sense of smell can greatly affect
our health, happiness and quality of life.

Conclusion:

When participants smelled the cotton balls with scents, their sense of
taste was less accurate and less intense than when they tasted the food
without any scent on the cotton ball. Therefore smell appears to make a
difference to taste. Still, the cotton balls with scents did not completely
block all ability to taste. This is because chewing some foods can get
aromas to the nose through the back of the mouth even when our nostrils
are smelling a different scent. It appears that the stronger the scent such
as chili and paprika, then the less accurate their taste became. It appears
that the odor present in food items is actually the major factor in how
people perceive their taste. This is because the nose can distinguish many
more odors as compared to the tongue which can only sense sweet, salty,
sour, bitter and umami. Therefore, our sense of smell is more dominant
than our sense of taste.
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Biblical Application:

The Bible makes some references to “smell”, “aroma” and
“fragrance”. Aromas that are pleasing to God are often referred to as
sacrifices. Paul thanked the Philippians for the offering they sent him,
referring to their gifts as “...a sweet smelling odor, a sacrifice well pleasing
to God” A life of sacrifice to God is sweet smelling and Jesus’ sacrifice for
us is fragrant to the Father. While those who disregard God will suffer His
judgment. Isaiah 3:24 “... instead of fragrance there will be a stench…” It
is certainly better to smell good before God than to stink in His presence.
Presenting ourselves as a living sacrifice to Him is much better than the
smell of death.

Glossary:

Papillae: bumps on your tongue that harbors taste buds



Umami: a savory taste similar to the taste of meat or mushrooms

Taste bud: clusters of nerve endings on the tongue and in the lining of the
mouth which provide the sense of taste

Taste receptor: part of our taste bud that senses a single sensation and
sends signals to the brain, which then identifies sweet, salty, bitter, sour, or
umami.

Olfaction: our sense of smell

Gustation: our sense of taste

Odorant: a substance giving off a smell, especially one used to give a
particular scent for odor to a product.

Smell receptor: detect odorants within your nose

Retronasal olfaction: the ability to perceive flavor dimensions of foods and
drinks.

Orbitofrontal cortex: specific part of the brain that is able to pick up and
respond to signals from both smell receptors and taste receptors.

Phantom aroma: barely detectable amounts of odorants

Log book:

Day 1: Today I created the idea for what my project was going to end up
being

Day 2: Today I completed my hypothesis for my experiment and I also
retrieved all of the participants



Day 3:Today I finished my materials paper and I also finished my research
paper

Day 4:Today I retrieved all of the necessary materials for my experiment

Day 5:Today I did my abstract and my procedure

Day 6:Today I did my Biblical application

Day 7:Today I started my experiment and recorded the data in my data
graph/results

Day 8:Today I completed my conclusion and I also printed out the pictures
that I took while doing the experiment

Day 9:Today I typed up and printed all of my papers for my science
experiment

Day 10:Today I put together my board and finished my entire science
experiment










